Can HST Measure the Mass of the Isolated Neutron Star RX J185635-3754 ? by Paczynski, B

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, ', and Æ' as given above, are only estimates. However, when all these angles are



















There are many precedents for the HST based determination of a parallax with an accuracy of  0:1
mas (e.g. McArthur et al. 2001), but those were done for stars much brighter than either star #115 or RX
J185635-3754. The parallax of the faint neutron star was measured with an accuracy of  2 mas with the
Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (Walter, 2001). The HST astrometry should be more accurate with the
Advanced Camera for Surveys, which will become operational by early 2002, with plenty of time to make
the preparations for the lensing event of June 2003. Such a measurement may provide a novel check on the
estimates made by Pons et al. (2001)
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